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The strengthening of neighbourhood life and participation is
a must within the concept of integrated area based policies in
deprived urban areas.
The potentials of involvement:
¯ Involving citizens to contribute to community life and planning processes helps
to improve the procedures and results of the projects in question and to
enhance their acceptance.
¯ Giving support to proactive citizens helps to foster a sense of belonging and
identification with the neighbourhood.
¯ Community involvement – backing up the know-how of people in voicing their
own interests. This is a vital element in democracy and brings about personal
skills.
¯ Enlarging social networks benefits the community and the individual people.

Reflecting different aspects of integrated approaches in CoNet – the topic we have chosen
for our Malmö meeting is „Approaches to community development“.
In terms of this we find a lot of interesting examples in Malmö: the link-worker, the
development of meeting points in Fosie, the integrated community centres and the
outreached work.
Firstly, I would like to refer to our baseline study. It gives a summary of the foundations
and goals for strengthening neighbourhood life and participation (p.29).
Today I would like to deepen our reflection on the basic thinking behind different concepts
of community development.
I find this aids in clarifying one's own position, the personal adaptation of procedures and
main focuses.
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In this tradition:
¬ The problems of dispossessed people and neighbourhoods do not result
from a lack of solutions but from a lack of power – the aim is to
generate power
¬ By organising people and money around a common vision
¬ Based on indigenous leadership – building up a pool of civic leaders
(-key persons, central persons).
¬ Rule: Never do for others what they can do for themselves
Saul Alinsky –

Rules for Radicals: A Pragmatic Primer for
Realistic Radicals; first published in 1971.
Ideas for those ‚who want to change the world from
what it is, to what they believe it should be‘.

Lets start with Obama, who in his early career worked as a community organiser on the far
South Side of Chicago, and go back to the roots of community organisation.
The sociologist and writer, Saul Alinsky is generally considered to be the founder of
modern community organising in America, the political practice of organising communities
to act in common self-interest.
Hilary Clinton and Barack Obama were both influenced by Alinsky‘s teachings, and
Obama‘s election campaign was very much based on these ideas and experiences.
Born in 1909, Alinsky came up with the idea of power analysis. He organised several
neighbourhoods in Chicago. Later he addressed the 1960s generation of radicals,
outlining his views on organising for mass power. The foundation, which Alinsky started,
meanwhile offers an extensive network for systematic training of organisers and local
leaders.
In these times, it was „in“ for academics to think like radicals.
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Generating power and change
by people acting together –
Often very successfull
Examples show, change is possible
But many adaptations for other interests:
labour unions, churches, right wing
political groups, ..... consumer marketing
Also a lot of failures,
¬ no sufficiently talented organisers
¬ no convincing vision
¬ no mobilisation – sceptical and rather
passive people.
Mobilisation success is the result of a set of
circumstances, not easy transferable.

This type of community organisation is often very successfull –
a lot of examples show, that change is possible.
Many other groups have also adapted these strategies and methods for their own interests
Including: labour unions, churches, right wing political groups, fundamentalists, the media
and consumer marketing – a lot of competition.
But there are also a lot of failures - in short examples are:
Often lacking a sufficiently talented organiser – persons with these skills, have much better
career chances elsewhere.
Often lacking a convincing vision – many visions used-up.
Often not enough mobilisation to generate power – sceptical and rather passive people.
Mobilisation success is the result of a set of circumstances, which are not easy
transferable.
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Today‘s aim of community development in deprived neighbourhoods:
to generate social, cultural and economic capital
¬ Problems result from a lack of
cultural, social and economic capital –
(multidimensional understanding of
poverty!)
¬ Rule: proceed as holistically and
integratedly as possible
¬ Bottom-up strategies in the
neighbourhoods under the umbrella of
top-down strategies
– community organisation as part of the
welfare states activities – a method of
social work .
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After 50 years of community organisation we have become more modest.
Today‘s aim of community development in deprived neighbourhoods: to generate social,
cultural and economic capital –
The problems of dispossessed people and neighbourhoods result from a lack of
•cultural (education, positive tradition),
•social (networks & trust)
•and economic capital,
corresponding to the multidimensional understanding of poverty.
Rule: proceed as holistically and integratedly as possible
The bottom-up strategies in the neighbourhoods are under the umbrella of top-down
strategies – community organisation is part of the welfare states activities.
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The different emphases of today‘s approaches:
Strengthening the involvement and proactiveness of the people
1. Key Persons & Interpersonal Relationship Approach
Fostering contacts via key persons and strengthening interpersonal
relationships - examples: parent‘s/ citizen‘s and volunteer involvement
in the kindergardens, .....

2. Group Approach
Fostering local groups, associations, clubs and cooperation between
groups - examples: organisation of seasonal events, cultural activities,
volunteer activities.

3. Committee Approach
Fostering traditions of committees and round tables, to enable people
to have a say - examples: neighbourhood committees, local support
groups.
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The different emphases of today‘s approaches:
Strengthening the involvement and proactiveness of the people
1. Key Persons & Interpersonal Relationship Approach
Fostering contacts via key persons and strengthening
interpersonal relationships
to better the accessibility of public amenities and the
impact and benefits of public amenities and to build
up networks.
Examples: family centre in Liverpool, link workers
around the libraries in Malmö, many cities: parent‘s/
citizen‘s and volunteer involvement in the
kindergardens, schools, houses for the elderly,
resident‘s committees of housing companies.
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1. Key Persons & Interpersonal Relationship Approach,
+ Chances -Risks
+ Many professional partners undertake community development activities Development of a culture of active participation especially around public
infrastructure
+ Development of nodes, ties, bridges, in-betweenness, closeness, centrality local ‚leaders‘
+ An efficient way to get in contact with people of different social milieus
+ Better accessibility to public amenities and impact of public amenities
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The different emphases of today‘s approaches:
Strengthening the involvement and proactiveness of the people
2. Group Approach
¬

Fostering local groups, associations,
clubs and cooperation between groups

¬

strengthening community life,
identification, image.

Examples: organisation of seasonal events,
together with the cooperation of
different local groups and institutions,
to encourage cultural, sport, social
projects and volunteer activities.
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2. Group Approach, + Chances - Risks
+ Often very successful in bettering the internal and external image of
the neighbourhood.
+ Events often very appreciated by the citizens, emerging links between
heterogeneous local groups, recruitment of volunteers.
- Entertainment, festivalisation, consumer behaviour, a lot of work for
the community organising team – a question of public need?
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The different emphases of today‘s approaches:
Strengthening the involvement and proactiveness of the people
3. Committee Approach
Fostering traditions of organised
committees, round tables, to enable
people to have a say
to build up long lasting structures of
involvement
Example: neighbourhood committees,
local support groups, participation in
urban and social planning projects or
planned investments.
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3. Committee Approach, + Chances - Risks
+ Very attractive for involvement – if
people believe that they will have a
say and that the participation offer
is serious.

-

Without previous networking
corresponding to approach 1 and 2,
difficult to involve especially
disadvantages groups.

+ Basis for a long lasting participation
culture.

-

Sometimes develops a processes of
bureaucratisation of members and
proceedings, loss of vitality.

+ Learning and experience with
democracy.

-

+ Development of social & cultural
capital within the people
themselves, recruitment of future
leaders.

Problem of instrumentalisation by
groups with special interests and antisocial ideas.

-

Misunderstandings: the elected people
decide public affairs, active local people
give advice, form public opinion and act
on their own.

As you can see: there are important chances and many risks involved.
The committee approach is the most difficult and controversial approach of all...
In practice, most cities use a combination of these 3 approaches.
In my opinion, to have at least a „round table“ of the different neighbourhood groups is a
positive thing for sustainability.
But we also have to admit, that today‘s rather unpolitical and modest approaches, which
are locally often very positive, often also have rather a modest impact on changing
important circumstances to change the world from what it is to what people believe it
should be.
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